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TECHNICAL NOTE 2400

EVALUATION OF TEE REDUCED-MASS METHOD

WCNGLIFT EFFECTS IN FREE-FALL DROP.

TESTS OF IANDING GEARS

By Benjsmti Milwitzky and Dean C. Lindquist

The validity of the reduced-mass method of representing wing-lift
effects in free-falJ.drop tests of landing gears has been investigated
by means of tests of a small landing gear in the Langley impact basin.
The behatior of the landing gear in the reducedamss drop tests is
compared with results obtained in simulated air-borne impacts, in which
wing lift forces were mechanically applied to the test specimen during
impact, and with the results of free-fall drop tests with full weight.

The reduced-mass drop test8 yielded landing-gear lead factors and
values of the ratio of shock-strut energy to impact energy which were
in fairly good agreement with the results of the simulated air-borne
impacts. The values of impct period and shock-strut effectiveness
were generally lower and the values ot strut stroke and mass travel
were generally higher ti’the reducedzss drop tests than in the simu.
lated air-borne impacts, particularly at the lower vertical velocities.

The free-fall drop tests with W weight produced excessive values
of load factor, impact period, strut stroke, mass travel, and impact
energy. Values of strut effectimness, however, were in fairly good
agreement with those obtained in the simulated air-borne impacts.

INTRODUCTION

Although the drop tist serves as a basic Mplement in the design
and development of airplane hnding gears, the significance of such
tests has been open to some question in view of the fact that most drop-
test machines used in this country do not provide meaus for simulating
the aerodynamic lift forces which sustain an airplane during landing.
For mny years the effects of wing lift were ignored completely in
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landing-gear design amd proof testing and free-fall drop tests were
carried out by using that part of the total weight of the airplane sup.
ported by a given strut. Howe=r, the growth in size and the increased
landing speeds of modern airplanes have made the weight penalty asso-
ciated with the landing gear sufficiently great to necessitate consid-
eration of wing-lift effects in landing-gear design. Current airwor.
thiness requirements consequently permit drop tests to be conducted
with reduced weight as a simple means of apprmimting the effects of
wing lift during landing. The magnitude of the dropping weight is chosen
so that the impact energy in the free-fall drop tests is equal to the
ener~ in an air-borne landing with the same descent velocity. It iS
generally assumed that, under these conditions, the @d,ing-gear loads, ‘
mass travel, and shock-strut effectimness will be the same in the
reduced-mass drop test as in the air~orne impact.

In order to permit an evaluation of the accuracy of the reduced-
n?assmethod, tests of a small landing gear have been conducted in the
Langley iqact basin. The equipment of this facility incorporates
mechanical means for applying any desired constant vertical lift force
to the test specimen during a landing impact.

For the present investigation several series of tests were ”made
with a smll landing gear over a range of vertical velocities. h one
group of tests the dropping weight was held constant at 300 pounds and
simulated wing lift forces, covering a range of values between the fully
air-borne and free~op conditions, were mechanically applied to the
test specimen during impact. b addition, free-drop tests were made over
the same range of vertical velocities with reduced values of weight cal-
cubted for each lift condition in accordance with the method prescribed
by curreqt @worthiness requirements (references 1 and 2). This paper
presents an analysis of the data obtained in these tests and compares
the behavior of the landing gear in the simulated air-borne landings,
reduced-mass drop tests, and full-weight drop tests.

sYMmLsAm lYoMENcIATuRE

d“ upper-mss travel from time of ground contact

E energy, foot-pounds

F force, pounds

g gravitational consixant,32.17 feetper second per second

h height of free drop

KL wing lift factor
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#

L lift force, pounds

3

n airplane load factor

% landing-gear load factor

Po fully extended strut

s strut stroke, feet

ti impact time; the to

vTo vertical velocity at

w weight, pounds

air pressure, pounds per square inch
.

reach maximum landing-gear load, seccmds

initial contact, feet per second

wJ13 effective mass of lift

. i acceleration,

7 effectiveness

Subscripts:

e equivalent

f free fall

g landing gear

i impact

o oleo or strut

feet per

of shock

r reduced-mass drop test

T total

u upper mass

msx maximum

Terminology:

Shmlated ah-borne impact:

cam, 1.3 slugs

second per second

strut, percent

An inQact in which wing lift iS

simulated by the mechanical application of an upward force to the test
spectien.
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Reducedmss drop test: A free-fald.drop test with reduced mass
which represents an equivalent air-borne impact. The dropping weight
in the reduced-mass test is calcuhted to produce the same @?act ener~
as in the equivalent air-borne impact.

Equivalent air-borne impact: A hypothetical air-borne imyect which
is represented by a reduced-mass drop test.

M?PARATUS.

Equipment .

The present investigation was conducted in the Langley impact basin
(reference 3) and utilized apparatus which had previously been employed
in the study of hydrodynamic im~ct loads on seaplanes. ‘Thebasic piece
of equipment used in the tivestigation is the impact-basin carriage
(fig. 1) which provides means for effecting the controlled descent of
the test specimen while the carriage is either stationary or mcnlng
horizontally. ~ the present tests the carriage was held stationary
and was used in much the sqme manner as a conventional.landing-gear
testing machine.

The carriage is supported by wheels which roll on the upper, lower,
and inner surfaces of two horizontal box rails. Relatively thin solid
rubber tires are used to minimize deflections under load. Preloading
the wheels against the rails with a screw-Jack arrangement provides
effectin vertical ad lateral restraint of the carriage. Oscillation
of the cartiage is limited to very small amplitudes by this arrangement
in order to minimize disturbance of the motion of the test specimen and
to reduce jarring of the instrumentation located on the carriage.

The motipn of the test specimen is restrained by means of a four-
bar parallelo~m linkage as shown in figure 1. The boom, to which the
landing gear is rigidly attached, is a vertical member connected to the
carriage by means of two parallel link arms which are pin-jointed at
each end. With this arrangement the boom remaius vertical throughout
its travel and the orientation of the test spectien remains constamt
during a test. Since the parallelogram linkage results in motion along
a circular arc, the travel of the boom is not exactly perpendicular to
the horizontal prone of the carriage durtig the greater part of the
descent; however, since the radius of the arc is relatively l@rge com-
pared to the boom travel following ground contact and ground contact
can be arranged to occur with the link arms in a horizontal position,
the xrmtionof the bnding gear relative to the carriage is essentially
vertical during the im~ct process.

.
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In order to
port an airplane
cylinder and cam

3

simulate mechanically the wing lift forces which sup-
during landing, the csrriage incorporates a pneumatic
system which was designed to apply any desired constant

upward force to the boom and test specimen during a landing impact.
The lift force is applied to the boom by means of a cable and sheave.
arrangement which connects the boom to the piston of the pneumatic
cylinder in such a manner that the piston is forced to travel agaigst
the air pressure in the cylinder as the boom descends. Although the
air pressure in the cylinder increases with piston travel, the incor-
poration of a special cam-shaped sheave in the cable system results in
the application of a constant upward force to the boom. The amount of
lift force exerted on the boom depends on the air pressure supplied to
the cylinder before each test. The vertical lift rod, which csm be
seen attached to the base of the boom in figures 1 and 2, is one of two
such rods which form the lower end connection of the cable system.

The effective weight of the boom and link bars alone is approxi-
mately 6.50pounds. This weight plus the weight of the test specimen
and attachment fittings represents the minimum dropping weight. The
dropping weight my be increa~ed, in increments of 50 pounds, to a
maximum value of 25oO pounds by means of lead weights fitted around
the boom and bolted together. The rotational inertia of the cams incor-
porated in the lift mechanism increases the effective mass of the boom
by 1.3 slugs without, however, increasing the weight of the boom.

The boom may be dropped from 24 different vertical positions
correspmding to the number of teeth on the boom rack visible in fig.
ure 1. After the desired vertical velocity has been attained during
free drop, the predetermined lift force is automatically applied to the
boom prior to the instant of contact of the landing gear with the
ground. With this arrangement any desired degree of lift, ranging from
the freedrop condition up to a wimum value of 2500 pounds, canbe
applied to the boom and test specimen during a landing impact. Vertical
velocities up to approx~tely 12 feet per second can be attained with
the equipment.

Test Specimen

The landing gear tested was originally designed as a ELin gear for
a small single-enginemilitary training airplane of the tail-wheel type,
having a gross weight of apprwimtely 5000 pounds. The gear is of
conventional cantilever construction and incorporates a +andard type
of oleo-pneumatic shock absorber. A single leg of the half-fork type
connects the shock absorber and the sxle. The wheel is fitted with
a 2’i’-inchsmooth-contour (type I) tire having a nonskid tread.

— .—. .- .————-- . - . . . . -——.——— - .——-- _ -—— ——.
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In order to yermit convenient use of the test data obtatied in the
present investigation in connection with theoretical studies, the par-
ticular gear tested was somewhat modified h that the metering pin was
remved and the original orifice plate replaced with one having a smaller
orifice diameter. The orifice details and the internal arrangement
of the strut are shown in figure 3. The weight of the landing gear,
including wheel and tire, is 150 pounds. The lower or unsprung weight,
comprising the weight of the wheel, tfie~ brake assembly, fork
and axle, inner strut cylinder, hydraulic fluid, and instruments, is
131 pounds.

The landing gear is attached to the lower end of the boom by means
of a steel adapter member. lh order to minimize eccentric loading of
the boom, the center plane of the wheel was made to coincide with the
plane of symmetry of the boom. With landing gear, adapter fitting, and
instrumentation installed, the minimum dropping weight is approx-tely
1000 pounds. A tiew of the @riding gear installed on the boom for
testtig is shown in figure 2.

Instrumentation

A variety of time-history instrumentationwas used during the
te6ts. A double-impulse type of electromagnetic generator, consist~g
of a permanent magnet attached to the boom, which moved with the boom
past a COil fixed to the carriage, was used to detetine the vertical
velocity of the landing gear at the instant of ground contact. Vertical
acceleration of the boom was measured by means of an unbended strain-
gage type of electrical accelerometer having a natural frequency of
85 cycles per ~econd. A low-frequency (16.5 cps) se~-recording optical
accelerometer was used as a standby instrument and as a check against
the electrical accelerometer. Another electrical strati-gage accel-
erometer, of XO-cycles-per-second ~t~al frequency) located on the
fork of the landing gear, w= used to *te*e the accele~tion of
the unsprung mass. Strut-stroke and tire-deflection measurements were
obtained by means -ofvariable-resis@nce slide-wire potentiometers.
Values of mass travel were obtained from the sum of the stroke and
tire-deflectionmeasurements. The instant of ground contact was deter-
mined by means of a microswitch, recessed into the ground dynamometer
platform, which closed a circuit as long as the tire was in contict
with the platform.

Except for the self-recording optical accelerometer, all.instru-
ments produced an electrical output which was recorded on a lk-channel
oscillograph. T@ galvanometerswere damped to 0.65 critical damping
and had natural frequencies high enough to produce virtually uniform
response up to frequencies conuuensuratewith the measuring instrumenta-
tion. Timing lines at intervals of 1/100 second were produced on the

.

.

.
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record paper by means of an electronic timer built into the recorder.
Additional timing pulses, for synchronizing the self-recordingaccel- ‘
erometer with the oscil.lograph,were produced at intervals
by means of a clockwork timer.

The measurements obtained are believed to be accurate
following limits:

Lift force,percent. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Up~r-mass acceleration, g . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~itial vertical velocity, feet per second . , . . . .
Strut stroke, inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tire displacement, inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Masstravel, inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time to maximum acceleration, seconds . . . . . . . . .

Typical records, obtained in a simulated air-borne
a reduced+mss drop test, are reproduced, appraimately
figure 4.

of 1/10 second

within the

REOUC!ED-MASSEQ~TIOl?S

In the reduced-~ss method of simulating wing lift in
the maguitude of the dropping weight is chosen so that the

.**.. So

. . . . @.13

. ..0. to.1

. ...* 9.2

. . . . . io ● 2.

. . . . . 50,3

. . . Ml.003

iqact and ti
half size, in

drop testG,
impact energy

in a free-fall drop test is equal to the energy in an air-borne impact
with the same descent velocity.

The impact energy per gear in an air-borne landtig is equal to the
sum of the kinetic and potential energies as given by the expression

where

Ei

WT

vVo

g

d-

WTVV02
Ei=—

2g
+ WT~ - KL)d

impact energy in air-borne landing

total effective weight per gear in air-borne landing

vertical velocity at’ground contact

gravitational constant

mass travel in air-borne landing

-(1)
.
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KL lift factor @/W~
●

L lift force

The impact energy in a free-fall drop test is given by

wTfVvo2
Ei = _ + WTfdf
f a

(2)

where

Eif i&ct energy in free-fall drop test

‘Tf total weight in free-fall drop test

df mass travel in free-fall drop test

If the energies in the free-fall drop test and air-borne impacts
are to be equal, the relationship between the total weights can be
obtained by equating formulas (1) and (2). ThUS, .

““Tf
VV02

x+
In calculating the reduced weight to

lift effects it is conventionally assumed

(3)

df

be used in representing wing-
that the mass-travel will be

the same in the air-borne impact as in the free-dxop test. The reduced
weight for the drop test is then given by

(4)

—
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where

.

w~r total weight used in reduced-maas drop test
.

dr mass travel in reduced-mass drop test

‘Te total weight for equivalent air-borne impact represented by
reduced-mass drop test

K~ lift factor for equivalent air-borne
reducedaass drop test

Equation (4) may be written in terms of
free drop, as follows:

1-

irupactrepresentedby

the equivalent height of

1

‘Tr =

where h is height of free
velocity.

‘Te1(
h ‘ 1- %Jrj

h+%

drop required to attain

(5)

initiaZ vertical

sections 3.353
order to insure
the reduced-mss

Equation (5) corresponds with that given in
and 4b.332 of references 1 and 2, respectively. In
that sufficient ener~ absorption is representedby
impacts, references land 2 stipulate that the value of dr used in
the competition of WTr shall not excee~ the value actua~y obtained

in the drop tests.

In a landing impact the vertical force imposedby the lamii.nggear
on the u~er, or sprung, maSS is given by the equation

where

%
land5ng-gear force inpsed on the upper mass

Wu weight of upper nwss

(6)

YU acceleration of upper mass

In the case of the impacti-basindropping linkage, the rotational
inertia of the cams incorporated in the lift mechanism increases the
effective dropping mass by a small.amount without, however, increasing
the dropping weight. Incorporating this additimal inertia reaction -

.— .—- . —.— .. — —.— ___ ____ . .__ _ --. __ ,
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into equation (6) gives
. .

L)

● . ..

Fg=Wu~+l - KLWT + w= ~

where we/g is the effective inertia of the lift cams.

The landing-gear load factor
%

is defined as the

maxim.unload on the landing gear

.

(6)

ratio of the

to the weight of the upper mass, or

) WT w= Y*
+1 -K=w—+— —

u Wu g (7)

The airplane, or upper+nass, load factor n is defined as the
ratio of the maximum value of the sum of all.the applied forces acting
on the airplane or upper mass to the weight of the upper mass, or

or

()n=F%ax+L=%max+l.“c%nax——
Wu t3 Wu g

.

n .ng+@

(8) ‘“

(9)

= o, so that the landing-gesr load factor

are equsl. ,

of representing whg lift in free-fall

In a free-drop test KL

and the airplane load factor

The reducedaass method
drop tests assumes that, if the weight used-in the drop test is calcu.
lated h accordance with equation (5), the behavior of the landing-gear,
the shock-a%sorbing effectiveness, and the maximum landing~ear loads
will be the same in the drop test as in the equivalent air-borne impact
represented by the reduced-mass test. Equating the landing-gear forces
for the two types of impacts gives the relationship between the acceler.
ations and load factors h the reduced-mass drop tests and the equivalent
air-borne impcts. Thus,

()

.

‘Ury+max +1
‘ge=~ g (lo)

w
.w%

‘gr

.— .——— ..—.— —————
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and

where

‘ge

‘e

wUe

..
‘%-

‘gr

Wu ‘Tene ‘-n$r+KL ~w+ ‘e%
(IL)

landing-gear load factor for equivalent air-borne impact
represented by reduced-mass drop test

upper-mss or airplane load factor for equivalent air-borne
impact represented by reduced-mass drop test

weight of u~er or sprung mass for
represented by reduced-mass drop

maximum acceleration of upper nms
drop test

equivalent air-borne impact
test

measured in reduced-mass

landing-gear load factor measured in reducedaass drop test

The foregoing equations provide the relationships between air-borne
impacts and free-fall drop tests within the limitations of the assump-
tions upon which the reduced-mass mthod is based.

.

‘HISTPROCEDURE

The test program was carried out h the Langley impact basin with
the motified hiking gear previously described. With a total dropping
weight of ~00 pounds, a series of,impacts was made for each of four
wing lift conditions, namely, O, 50, 75, and 100 percent of the total
dropping weight. The vertical velocities at contact ranged between
approximately 3 and 12 feet per second. These tests yielded data for
the full-weight free-fall drop tests and simulated air-borne impacts
and provided a basis for evalwting the results of the reduced-mass
drop tests. The dropping weights used in the reduced-mass drop tests
were chosen to represent equivalent air-borne impacts with a weight per
gear of 300 pounds and covered the same range of conditions as the
simulated air-borne impcts previously described.

h orderto calculate the dropping weights for the reduced-mass
drop tests, it was first necessary to establish the relationship between
weight and mass travel. This relationship was determined experhentalJy

———— —-— .— —-—— --—- — -. —
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by means of a preliminary series of free-fall drop tests with dropping
weights of 2500, 2000, 1500, and 1000 pounds at several values of
vertical velocity.

In all tests the tire pressure was maintatied at the recommended
value of 32 pounds per square inch. The shock strut was infbted with
sufficient pressure to allow an available strut closure of approximately

l~inches h the static pMitiOn for all dropping Weights, in COIlfOrmitY

with the standard operating practice for the landing gear tested.

RESULTSA.ND DISCUSSION

Requirements of the Reduced-Mass Method

Calculation of dropping weight.- h the reduced-mass method of
drop testing landing gears the value of the weight used depends on the
vertical velocity, the amount of wing lift being represented, and the
mass travel actually attained in the drop test, as shown by equation (4).
For any given vertical velocity, since the mass travel depends on the
dropping weight, it is necessary to establish the relationship between

.

these two variables for the particular landing gear being tested before
the value of the weight to be used in the drop test can be determined.

As previously noted, preliminary free-fall drop tests were mde
with several dropping weights in order to establish the relationship
between weight and mass travel. The results of these preliminary drop
tests are presented in tible I and are also shown by the circular
symbols in figure 5. The broken lines in figure 5 represent thb varia-
tions of reduced weight with mass travel for the same lift factors as
in the simulated air-borne impacts, as calcuhted by means of equa.
tion (4) for a total equivalent air-borne weight per gear of ~~ pounds.
These calculated curves show the relationships necessary to satisfy the
equal-ener~ requirements of the reduced-mass method and apply to any
landing gear. Stice the solid lties, which were faired through the
mperimental data, are determined by the characteristics of the partic-
ular landing gear being tested, the titersections of the solid and
broken lines deterndne the dropping weights required to represent equiv-
alent air-home impacts for the various lift factors considered. For
the reduced+r!assdrop tests of the present investigation, these values
were approximated as closely as possible with the 50-pound weight
increments available with the impact-basin equipment. Conditions
requiring a dropping weight of less than 1000 pounds could not be inves-
tigated, however, because of the minimum dropping-weight limitatiOnf3of
the equipment.

.

.
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The values of weight actually used in
are presented in table II and are shown in
compared with the values determined by the

13

the reduced-mass drop tests
figure 6 where they are
intersections of the curves

in figure 5. Values of the mass travel obtained h the reduced-mass
drop tests are shown h figure .5by the square synibols.

lZaergyrequirements.- I!eforeattempting to analyze the reduced-mass
drop-test results, it is necessary to ascertain the extent to which the
requirements of the reduced-mass method have been satisfied by the drop
tests conducted in the present investigation. The primary requirement
of”the reduced-mss method is the stipulation that the impact energy in
a free-fall drop kest must be equal to the impact ener~ in the equiv-
alent air-borne impact represented by the reduced-mass drop test.
Tbble II Zists values of the impact energy Eir determined from the

drop-test results byap@ication of equation (2). Also tabulated are
values of the energy Eie for the equivalent air-borne impacts as

calculated,by application of equation (1).

The extent to which the requirements of the reduced+nass method
have been satisfied by the drop tests cau be determined by comparison
of corresponding values of Eir and Ei in table II. Examination of

e

/
the ratio Eie Eir indicates that the e~ergy conditions were satisfied

within 2 percent in almost all.of the reduced-mass drop tests.

Evaluation of Results of Reduced-l&ss Drop Tests

The results of the reducedaass dro~ tests (table II) are evaluated
by comparisons, in figures 7 to 17, with data obtatied in simulated air-
borne impacts (table III) and in free-fall drop tests with the full
weight of ~00 pounds (table I).

Landing-gear load factor.- One of the prm objects in drop
testing a landing gear is the determination of the magnitude of the
loads produced during a landing impact. As a ~rtial evaluation of the
reduced-mass method of drop testing, landing-gear load factors deter-
mined from the reduced-mass drop tests are compred in <igure 7 with the
results of stiulated air-borne impacts and free-fall drop tests with the
full weight of 2500 pounds.

Figure 7 indicates that the load factors determined from the
reduced-mss drop tests were somewhat greater than those obtained h
the simulated air-borne impacts, except at the lower vertical velocities
where the results of the reduced-nmss drop tests were in good agreement
with the data from simulated air-borne impacts. At the higher veloc-
ities, the load factors determined from the reduced-mass drop tests were

—...———— _—— —— —.—.—. -
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up to 12 percent higher than those in the simulated
this discrepancy increased to as much as 18 percent
occurrence of tire bottoming.

Reducing the lift factor naturalJy resulted in
factors in both the reduced-mass drop tests and the

air.home impacts;
following the !,

increased load
simulated air-home

impacts● At the lower lift factors, since the differences between the
conditions of the simuhted air-borne im~cts and the reduced-mass drop
tests are diminished, improved agreement between the results of these
tests might be expected. However, the de~ee of conservatism of the
reduced-mass drop tests for thq lower lift factors did not decrease
appreciably throughout most of the velocity rsnge. Ih fact, the agree.
ment at the lower velocities was not quite so good for the lower lift
factors as in the case of KL = 1. The discrepancies at the h@est
velocities, however, were slightly reduced at lower lift factors.

The free-fall drop tests with the full weight produced load factors
which were much greater than those obtained in either the reducedaass
drop tests or the simulated air-borne impacts. !l%roughoutmost of the
velocity range the load factors in the free-fa12 drop tests were exces. A

sive by an amount approximately equal to the lift factor. At the higher
velocities subsequent to the occurrence of tire bottoming, however, the
load factors in the free-fall drop tests with the fuXl weight exceeded .

those in the sinnil.atedair-borne impacts by as much as three or four
times the lift factor.

These results indicate that throughout most of the velocity range
the load factors measured in free-fall drop tests with the full weight
can be approximately corrected for the effects of wing lift by sub-
tracting the value of the lift factor from the load factors obtained in
Guch tests. At the higher velocities, however, such simple corrections
sre ,Wequate to compensate for the greatly excessive loads produced
by the early occurrence of tire bottomtig in the free-fall.drop tests
with the full weight.

When tire bottoming OCCW=, the stiffiess of the the iS greatlY
increased and a mrked rise in the rate of shock-strut closure results.
Since the shock strut is suddenly forced to absorb energy at a much
ldgher rate, the loads on the ~ndfig gear are raPifly ficrmsed by
tire bottoming. h the case of the simulated air-borne impacts and the
reduced-mass drop tests, tire bottoming was delayed to higher impact
velocities than in the free-fall drop tests with the full weight which
involved much greater impact energies. h these cases, as in the free-
fall fuJJ-weight tests, tire bottomfng was accompanied by an appreciable
increase in load. .

.
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At the limiting condition of zero vertical velocity, in those cases
where the weight was not fully balanced by the lift force, the absorp-
tion of the potential energy associated with the settling of the upper
mass to its static position was accompanied by load factors somewhat in
excess of those corresponding to the unbalanced weight. Since the force
resisting the settling is a variable, the maximum farce obtained was
greater than the average force (equal to the unbalanced weight) required
for absorption of the ~tential ener&y. Values of the load factor for
zero velocity were estimated from other data by means of calculatio~s
based on the ener$g-absorption characteristics of the landing gear.

Impact period.- In the case of large, flexible airplanes, or air.
planes with concentrated masses in the wings, the rate of application
of the landing-gear reactions becomes an important factor in determining
the magnitude of dynamic loads and stresses produced in the structure.
The rate of increase of the vertical load also governs the time of
occurrence of wheel spin-up h landings with forward speed and determines
the nmximum values of the drag load produced. Since drop.test results
may be used as a basis for the analysis of inertia loads in the airplaae
structure and drag loads on the landing gear, it is of interest to com-
pare the time required for the meximum vertical load to be attained
(-et period) in the reduced-mass drop tests with results for simulated
air-borne impacts and free-fall drop tests with the full weight. Such
comparisons are shown ti figure 8.

These results indicate that the maximum landing-gear loads are
attained somewhat more rapidly in the reduced-mass drop tests than in
the simulated air-borne impacts. The free-fall drop tests with the full
weight require a greater time for the attainment of the maximum load
than do either the simulated air-borne impacts or the reduced-mass drop
tests. The greatest differences in impact period exist at the lower
-valuesof vertical velocity. At velocities of approximately 11 feet
per second, on the other hand, no appreciable differences were obsened
between the ti~ct periods for the three types of tests.

As can be seen from figure 8, the impact period generally decreases
as the vertical velocity increases; that is, the most rapid impacts take
place at the highest vertical velocities. The greatest variation in
impact period with velocity occurs in the free-fall drop tests with the
fu12 weight, On the other hand, for a lift factor of 1, there is only
a minor variation of impact period with velocity in the simulated air-
borne impacts and reduced-mass drop tests. As the lift factor is
reduced, however, the periods for the simulated air-borne ~cts and
reduced-mass drop tests increase and begti to approach the results for
the free-fall drop tests with full weight and exhibit the same trend
of decreasing impact period with increasing velocity. At the high
velocities the impact period appears to be virtually independent of wing

—— -- . . — —— ———
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lift and the results of all three typesof tests converge to a single
value at a vertical velocity of IJ.feet per second.

Shock-strut effectimness.- ‘ITheshock-strut effectiveness (pome-
times called “efficiency”)is defined as the ratio of the energy
absorbed by the shock strut to the product of the maximum landtig-gear
load and the maximum strut stroke attained during an impact, or

This quantity is a measure of the extent to which a given combination
of maximum load and’stroke has been utilized to absorb the energy of an
impact●

Figure 9 presents a comparison of values of @ock-strut effective-
ness for the three types of impacts under investigation. As can be seen
from the figure, the shock-strut effectiveness in the reduced-~ss drop

.

tests was considerably lQwer than the results for the simulated air.
borne impacts. At the lower vertical velocities, the reduced-mass drop
tests differed in effectiveness from the simulated air-borne impacts by

.

as much as 22 percent. Howe=r, these differences decreased to 10 per-
cent or less at the higher velocities. The ~eatest shock-strut effec-
tiveness was attained in the free-fall drop tests with the full weight.
These tests resulted in values of effectiveness which were greater than
those for the simulated air-borne impacts by 5 percent or less, except
at the higher velocities where tire bottoming occurs. As is evident,
the free-fall drop tests with the fdl weight resulted in values of
strut effectiveness which were more representative of the simulated air-
borne impacts than were the results of the reducedaass drop tests.

In general, there was a decrease in shock-strut effectiveness with
an increase tn vertical velocity. In addition, tire bottoming at the
higher velocities was in all cases followed bya ~rked reduction in
effectiveness.

Variations in the wing lift factor resulted in relatively small
changes in shock-strut effectiveness for the simulated air-borne impacts.
me effectiveness in the reduced-mass drop tests, however, increased
appreciably as the lift factor was reduced. h the reduced-mass drop
tests representing the fully ah-borne condition, the unusually low
values of effectiveness apparently resulted from the relatively small
dropping weights necessary to satisfy the energy requirements of these .

tests. The increased weights used in the reduced-mass drop tests repre-
senting partial-lift conditions, on the other hand, resulted in high

.

.
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values of effectiveness which begin to approach more closely those
obtained in the simulated air-borne impacts and free-fall drop tests
with the full weight. These results indicate that the magnitude of the
dropping weight has an appreciable effect on shock-strut effectiveness,
whereas the value of the applied wing lift force has only a minor effect.

Strut stroke.- In figure 10 the mXhnum values of strut stroke for
the reduced-mass drop tests are compared with the results obtained in
the simulated air-borne impacts and in the free-falJ drop tests with
the fuJJ_weight. As might be expected, the largest values of stroke
were attained in the drop tests with the full weight, whereas the
smallest values of stroke were attained in the simul.&tedair-borne
impacts. The reduced-mass drop tests resulted in values of stroke
approximately halfway between those of the other two tests.

The greatest differences in the values of stroke attained in the
different types of tests occurred at the lower vertical velocities. ti
this region, because the yrtential energy associated with the unbalanced
weight represents a-fairly large portion of the total impact energy,
the free-fall.drop tests resulted in values of stroke very much greater
thanthose attained in the simulated air-borne impacts. For example,
at a vertical velocity of 4 feet per second, the values of stroke
attained in the free-fall drop tests with the full weight and in the
reduced-mass impacts for KL = 1 were, respectively, approximately

3 inches and 1$ inches greater than those for the simulated air-borne

impacts with full wing lift. At the higher vertical velocities, how-
ever, where the potential energy is a relatively small part of the total
impact energy, the differences in stroke were less pronounced. At the
maximum vertical velocity of 11 feet per second, the impact energy was
sufficiently great to require the use of aJmost all of the available
stroke in all cases.

There was, of course, a general increase in stroke with vertical
velocity. The greatest variation was obtained in the simulated air-
borne im~cts, whereas a less-marked variation of stroke with velocity
was obtained in the reduced-mss drop tests. b the case of the free-
fall drop tests with the full weight, because of the relatively large
amount of potential energy, almost all of the available stroke was used
even at the lower velocities. Thus, in these tests, there was relatively
little increase of stroke with velocity.

As might be expected, reductions in wing lift factor resulted in
an increase in stroke in both the simulated air-borne impacts and
reduced-mss drop tests, particu~ly at the lower values of vertical
velocity. Ih the simulated ah-borne impcts this increase in stroke
was due to the increased potential energy associated with that psrt of

.

*
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‘the total weight not balanced by the lift force. b the case of the
reduced-mms drop tests, the increase in stroke was due to the increased
weight necessary to satisfy the energy requirements of the reduced-lift
conditions.

As a result of the pronounced increase in stroke at the lower
velocities, which accompanied a decrease in lift factor, the reduced-
Hft cases resulted in a sn@_ler variation of stroke with vertical
velocity. For KL = O.’jO,the values of stroke attained h the reduced-
mass drop tests and the simulated air-borne impacts begin to approach
the results of the free-fall drop tests with the full weight.

In order to illustrate more clearly the marked effects of lift
factor on strut stroke, a composite plot of the trends previously dis-
cussed is shown in fi~e U., which ticludes both simulated air-borne
and drop-test results. The curves were extrapohted to zero vertical
velocity by calculating the stroke required to produce absorption of
the potential energy by the air compression alone. m these calcula-
tions it was assumed that, because of the low rates of strut closure,
energy absorption by hydraulic resistance would be n-egl.igible. .:

It can be seen from figure l.1that the magnitudes of the wing lift
force and the initial vertical velocity had rumked effects on the values .
of stroke attained in the simulated air-borne impacts. In comparison,
the strokes attatied in the reduced-=ss drop tests were much greater
and were affected to a much smaller extent by variations in lift factor
and/or vertical velocity.

The excessive strokes, in conjunction with the conservative load
factors which were obtained in the reduced+uass drop tests, indicate
the relatively low effectiveness of energy absorption by the shock strut
previously noted for these tests.

~er-mass travel.- In calculating the effective weight for the
reduced-mass drop tests, since the maximum values of upper-mass travel
for the equivalent air-borne impacts are usually not known, it is
assumed in the derivation of equation (4) that the uss travel is the
same in the air-borne impact as in the drop test. In order to e~~te
this assumption, figure 12 presents a comparison of values of upper-mass
travel for the reduced-mass drop tests with similar results for the
simulated air-borne impacts and free-falJ drop tests with full weight.

At the higher vertical velocities the values of was travel
attained in the simulated air-home impacts were slightly greater than
those in the reduced-mass drop tests. At the lower velocities, how-
ever, the reduced+nass drop tests, which produced the larger strokes,

——
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resulted in considerably greater values Qf mass travel than were
attained in the simulated air-home impacts.

As might be expected, the mass travel, like the strut stroke, was
appreciably greater in the free-fall drop tests with the fti weight
than h the simulated air-home impacts or in the reduced-mass drop
tests. The greatest differences occurred at the lower values of ver-
tical velocity. In this region the trend of the data is similar to
that exhibited by the strut stroke as a result of the fact that the stroke
comprises the greater part of the ?.msst=vel since the tire deflection
associated with the relatively stil loads at the lower velocities is
also correspondingly small.

There was a large increase in mass travel with
vertical velocity. The simulated air-borne impacts
greater variation of Mss travel with velocity than
fall.drop tests.

an increase in
resulted in a
did any of the free-

Figure 13 illustrates the ~ked effects of wing lift factor on
the upper-mass travel. As in the case of the strut-stroke variations,
reductions in wing lift factor were accompanied by an appreciable
increase in mass travel for both the simulated air-borne impacts and
reduced-mss drop tests. This result was particularly pronounced in
the case of the simulated air-lorne impacts at the low velocities
primarily because of the large variations in stroke which, as previ-
ously noted, accompanied differences in potential energy associated
with the mibala.needweight.

=“ - Figure 14 prqsents a comparison of the impact energy’and
shock-strut energy for the simulated air-borne hpacts, reduced-mass
drop tests, and free-fall drop tests with the full weight.

For partial-wing-lift conditions, because the mass travel in the
reducedaass drop tests was not the same as in the simulated air-borne
impacts, the impact energy @ the two types of tests differed slightly.
It was previously noted that the values of mass travel in the reduced-
mass drop tests were high at the low velocities and somewhat low at
the high velocities, in comparison to those in the simulated air-borne
impacta. For values of lift factor less than one, therefore, the
assumption of equal values of Mss travel in calculating the weights
for the reduced+mss drop tests (equation (4)) resulted in drop tests
having somewhat excess energy at the low velocities and slightly tisuf-
ficient energy at the high velocities compared to the simulated air-
borne impacts, as maybe seen from figure 15. These differences in
energy are, however, only a small percentage of the total energy through-
out the ufier part
a relatively small

of the velocity rsmge where the jotential energy is
fraction of the total impact energy. In the case

.
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of KL = 1, of course, since there is no potential energy, the mass

travel in the simulated air-borne impacts has no significance and the
application.of equation (4) results h reduced-mss drop tests which
necessarily satisfy the ener~ requirements for the fully air-borne
condition exactly.

Because of the large potential energy in the free-fall drop tests
with the fulJ.weight, the hpact energy in these tests greatly exceeded
the energy in the other tests. The greatest differences in energy
between the tests with KL = O and KL = 1 occurred at the high veloc-

ities where the largest values of mss travel were obtained. As a
result of the ticrease in mass travel which accompanied a reduction in ‘
lift factor in the simulated air-borne impacts,
these tests ticreased somewhat nonlinearly with
particularly at the low velocities.

A comparison of the ener~ absorbed by the
different types of tests is shown in figure 16.
noted that the reduced-mss drop tests produced
stroke at low vertical velocities and excessive

the impact energy in
decreasing values of ~,

shock strut in the
It was previously
excessive values of
loads at high velocities

h comparison with the shmlated air-borne impacts. As a result, the
amount of energy absorbed by the shock strut was generally somewhat
greater in the drop tests than in the simulated air-borne impacts, not-
withstanding the reduced shock-strut effectiveness in the drop tests.
For the case of KL = 1, however, the amount of energy absorhed by the
shock strut at the lower velocities in these tests was slightly greater
than the strut energy absorption in the reduced-mass drop tests.

.

.

The relationship between shock-strut energy and impact energy is
shown in figure 17. In general, the values of the ratio Of strut energy
to impact energy differed by only a relatively snmll amount in the three
types of tests. Except for the simulated air-borne impacts for the case
of KL = 1, there was only a minor variation in the energy ratio with

velocity, the shock strut absorbing between 75 and 85 percent of the
total impact energy. si.mimlY, the valueof the w~g lfit factor
appeared to have very little effect on the energy ratio. In general
this ratio was somewhat greater for the”reduced-mass drop tests than
for the simulated air-borne impacts. For the simulated fully ati-borne
impacts (KL = 1) the increased energy absorption of the strut at low

velocities resulted h a marked increase in the energy ratio in this
region, the shock strut absorbtig almost all the _ct energY at
vertical velocities approaching zero.

.

.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In order to permit an evaluation of the reduced-mass method of
representing wing-lift effects in free-fall drop tests of landing gears,
the results of such tests have been compared with data obtatied in
simulated air-borne impacts and in free-fall drop tests with the full
dropping weight. These comparison indicate that:

1. Iandimg-gear load factors determined from the reduced-ss drop
tests were in fairly good agreement with data obtatied in the simulated
air-borne impacts throughout most of the vertical-velocity rsmge. At
the higher velocities, however, the reduced-mass drop tests yielded
load factors up to 12 percent higher than those in the simulated air-
borne impacts; this discrepancy increased to as much as 18 percent
following the occurrence of’tire bottoming.

2. Throughout most of the velocity range, the free-falJ drop tests
with the full weight resulted in load factors which were greater than
those obtained in the simulated air-borne hpacts.by an amount a~roxi-
mately equal to the lift factir. =cept for tests at the extremities
of the velocity range, the load factors from the drop tests with the
full weight canbe approximately corrected for the effects of wing lift
by subtracting the lift factor from the load factors obtatied. At the
higher velocities, however, such simple corrections are inadequate to
compensate for the greatly excessim loads following the early occur-
rence of tire bottoming in the free-fall drop tests with the full weight,
which exceeded the load factors in the simulated air-borne impacts by
as much as three or four times the lift factor.

3. The time required for the EWXimum load to be attained was some-
what smaller in the reduced-uss drop tests than in the simulated air-
borne impacts. The free-fall drop tests with the full weight required
a greater time for the attainment of the maximum load than did either
of the other two types of tests. These differences in time were most
pronouncedat low vertical velocities and became very small at high
velocities. In general, the time to reach maximum load decreased with
increasing velocity and ticreased with decreasing lift factor.

4. The shock-strut effectiveness b the reduced-mass drop tests
was considerably lower than in the ~imulated air-borne impacts, partic.
ularly at the lower vertical velocities where differences in strut
effectiveness as great as 22 percent were found. However, these dif-
ferences decreased to 10 percent or less at the higher velocities. The
effectiveness in the free-fall drop tests with the full weight, however,
was approximately 5 percent greater than in the simulated air-borne
impacts and nmre closely approximated the results of the simulated air-
borne impacts than did the reduced-mass drop tests. In general, there

.
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was a decrease in effectivenesswith an increase in vertical velocity.
Whenever tire bottoming occurred at high vertical velocities, a marked
reduction in strut effectiveness resulted.

5. The largest values of strut stroke and upperaass travel were
attained in the free-fall drop tests with the fulJ weight, whereas the
smallest disphcements were attained in the simulated air-borne impacts.
The displacements in the reduced-mass drop tests were approximately
halfway between the results for the other two types of tests. The
greatest differences in displacement between the various tests occurred
at the low velocities. At the high velocities the displacements were
in fairly good agreement. The geatest increase in the displacements
with vertical velocity occurred in the simulated air-borne impacts for
a lift factor KL = 1. Reductions in lift factor were accompanied

by increased displacements at the lower velocities which resulted ti a
smaller va?iation of displacement with velocity.

6. The aswmption that the mws travel in air-borne impacts is the
same as in reduced-mass drop tests, which was used in calculating the
weights for the latter tests, resulted in reduced-mass drop tests which,
for partial-lift conditions, had somewhat excessive energy at low
vertical velocities and very slightly insufficient energy at the high
velocities, in comparison with the simulated air-borne tmpactw. The
~ct energy in the free-falJ drop tests with the fulJ_weight was, of
course, greatly in excess of the energy in any of the other te~ts.

7. The energy absorbed by the.shock strut was generally somewhat
greater in the reduced-mass drop tests than in the simulated air-borne
ilqacts● The greatest strut energy absorption naturally occurred h
the free-fau drop tests with the fu~ weight. Ih general, the -Ues
of the ratio of strut energy to impact energy differed by only a rela-
tively sm%ld.amount in the three types of tests. Except for the simu-
lated air-borne impacts for KL = 1, there was only a minor variation
h the energy ratio with velocity or lift factor. In most cases the
strut absor~ed between 75 and 85 percent of the
case of the simulated air-borne hpacts for KL
increase in the ratio of strut energy to impact
in velocity. At the lowest velocities for this
almost all the impact energy.

COI?CLUDINGREMARKS

,

total energy. In the
= 1, there waa a mrked
energy with a decrease
case the strut absorbed

The foregoing summary of results obtained in the present investigation ‘
indicates that the reduced-mass method of drop testing landing gesxs,
although yielding some-t conservative re~ts, fi ge~~more close~

.
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approtiates the results of air-borne tipacts and is an appreciable
improvement over the former very conservative practice of using the full
weight in free-fall drop tests. However, when a more exact represent-
ation of the time history of the landing-gear behatior is required> as
in teds in which drag loads are simulated by the’method of wheel spin-
up or in tests which are used as a basis for dynsmic anslyses of fle~ble
structures, it may be necessary to simulate wing lift by mechsmical means
rather than by the reduced-mass method of free-fall drop testing.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic

Langley Field, Va., March 29, 1951
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Figure1,- View of Langley impact-basin carriage adapt-d for landing-

gear tests.
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Figure 2.- View of landing gear and instrumentalion.
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IAN.DING-GEAR SPECIT’ICATIONS

Air-supporting area, sq in. . . . . 8.30
Oil-supporting area, sq in. . . . . 6.Ta
Air volume - extended, cu in. . . . 61.26

Stroke, maximum, in. . . . . . . . 73
s

Static extension, in. . . . . . . .
11

i

Fluid specification . . . . . AN-W-O-336B

A+-ii
I Fluid volume, cu in. . . . . . . . 123

Strut inclination to vertical,
deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

Oflfw Ct?lblls

(%wsm If?mchd
* !,.1..~~------
Ill

u

Tire diameter, in...... . . . . 27
Tire type . . . . Smooth contour (type 1),

nonsldd tread
Tire pressure, psi . . . . . . . . . 32
Ia.nding-gearweight, lb . . . . . . 150
Unsprung weight,

Figure 3.- Landing gear tested in Langley

lb . . . . . . . . 131

impact basin.
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(a) Simulated air-borne impact.

v = 8.29 feet per second;
Vo

——. -

1

WT = 2500 pounds;

KL = 1.00.

I
I

=@=

Reduced-mass drop test. w~ = 2500 po~ds; WTr = 1500 po~s;
e

v = 8.u
‘o

Figurek.-Typical records of
drop

feet per second; KLe = 1.00.

simulated air-borne tipacts and
tests (hslf size).

reduced-mass
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Figure ~.- Variation of mass travel with weight in free-fall drop tests.
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